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From The Editor –

Birmingham Market!!!! And we also have some
other new surprises for your Easter sewing.

Don’t we sometimes sound like The Three Bears?
It’s too hot, it’s too cold, is it ever ‘just right’. We
did have an unusually warm fall and I think all are
glad to be enjoying these more seasonal
temperatures. But I’ll remind you about February
that you asked for cooler temps!!! The good news
is that this is great stitching weather so get your
winter projects organized and supplied for some
cold, stay at home, days.

And speaking of the Birmingham Market sadly
there will not be one in January this year. It has
been poorly attended in the winter, and also
conflicts with Sewing at the Beach School for many
vendors. So you need to mark your calendars NOW
for September to attend the market in
Birmingham.
As the Season of Gratitude and Blessings nears, we
here at Bear Threads, wish to thank all our
customers for your continued loyalty. We
appreciate each and every one of you and wish you
the Merriest of Christmas’s and a Happy and
Healthy New Year.

In this month’s issue we are addressing you as shop
owners, in an effort to help you make the shopping
experience for your customers the best it can
possibly be. I think sometimes you get wrapped up
in the day to day running of the business and forget
the personal and human factors. I hope you can
Happy Stitching…..
find some helpful hints from my article.
Sheila
Mollie has created a beautiful stocking for us using
nothing more than scraps and bits, and what a Happy Stitching,
wonderful quick November project. It is an
exquisite rendition.

Sheila

Remember we combine our November and
December issues, just as we do our June and July
issues, so we will not be back until January. But be
on the lookout, as I promised you a new lace set.
And we will have it featured in the January Bear in
Mind. How exciting is that, and what a wonderful
Christmas gift! A few lucky ones will already have
had delivery as they preordered it at the

“TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
OF SEWING HISTORY!”
Hint: Most answers can be found in
previous issues of Bear In Mind!!!

True or False:
The rotary cutter was invented in Japan in the
1950’s – nearly one hundred years after the first
sewing machine.
ANSWER BELOW!!!

“SHOPPING AS AN EXPERIENCE,
NOT A CHORE!”
In our fast paced, technology ruled world today the
fun and humanitarian side of shopping has been lost.
Recently I paused to reflect on some of my recent
experiences from a variety of stores. Be they as
mundane as the grocery to discount stores, or high
end fashion to mail order, following are some of my
observations. I hope they will enlighten you and have
you thinking from the shoes of your customer, rather
than those of a shop owner. As a marketing major, I
learned that selling is all about psychology. You have
to enter the mind of your customer and extract what
they really want and are looking for – and perhaps
that is not always exactly what they express to you
initially.
Remember first and foremost that customers do have
a choice these days, as literally everything can be
purchased online - even groceries! The only thing you
have to leave home for today is gas for your car. As a
business owner, a working knowledge of the basics of
modern technology and devices is important, but not
at the cost of leaving other basics unattended, most
importantly, customer service. From the moment the

customer enters your store the shopping experience
begins and it should be a personal one. Customer
service includes a greeting, store layout, inventory,
merchandising and education. One known fact is that
90% of sales happen within a brick and mortar store
and few industries see that with more truth than the
sewing industry. A warm welcome and personal
greeting is the first thing to making a customer feel
welcome, and comfortable that they are not intruding.
Have your sales associates introduce themselves and
by the time the customer leaves they should have tried
to learn his/her name. Keep notes on what that
customer looked at and showed an interest in, so the
next time they come in a personal greeting and
conversation can ensue.
Second, since we know they do have a choice of your
store or ‘Nellie’s Internet Nest’, you need to stress to
your employees that their job is not just making a sale,
but rather to educate the customers. Find out what
they are looking for, offer options and educate them
on the how’s and whys of one option versus another.
Personalities do enter into the mix, but your
employees will soon learn to ‘read’ facial expressions
and body language to tell them when to let the
customer browse, and when to enter a harder ‘sell’
mode. Many times they really want your associate’s
advice, but if they are set on blue don’t try to sell them
green just because you like green, or because green is
where your heaviest inventory lies.
Once a customer is familiar with your products, most
times they will return. It is all about repeat sales and
repeat customers and most ladies would be
embarrassed to continue to pick your brain and buy
elsewhere.
Third, inventory control is most
important to you as the business owner. Each year
billions of dollars are lost yearly due to markdowns.
In our industry this is a balancing act as to how many
cute prints to stock versus classic stock. A good guide
is to compare which products could be bought from
another shop in your city. This would include
discounters as well as other specialized shops. Classic
solids and prints may be used over and over in the life
of a child’s wardrobe, but novelty prints are a onetime deal. Of course everything has a time and place,
but if your customers often shop in your store and

there is always a ‘sale table’, soon they will say ‘oh not foot was used to construct the lace overlay and my
today – it will probably be on sale next week’.
quarter inch hinged foot was used for the remainder of
Finally, visually merchandising is important, but it is
not necessary to rearrange the deck chairs every
month. Think of how you feel when you walk in your
local grocer and the entire store has been rearranged.
While looking fresh and pretty, it might take you twice
as long to find that loaf of bread! That does not mean
that you can’t keep an ever changing display of new
items, or seasonal items in a special location.

the stocking. I’ve taken some photos of the process.

Finally, I am ALWAYS impressed to receive a thank
you note for a purchase. Such a follow-up is almost a
guarantee you will see that customer again.
Sheila T. Nicol
Copyright 2017

Mollie’s Continuing New Year Resolutions
for sewing projects…
As I write this article, cold weather is making its way to
Atlanta and Thanksgiving, Hanukkah, and Christmas
are not far behind. Years ago, my sisters and I made
new Christmas stockings for my parents’ house. All 7
stockings were unique and we used different heirloom
sewing techniques on the cuffs – lace fancy band,
shark’s teeth, pin tucks and insertions, to name a few.
After spending two weeks in Denver with my
granddaughter, I realized Halle doesn’t have a
Christmas stocking for her first visit from Saint Nick. If
your sewing room is like mine, there are extra scraps
of laces, embroideries, and trims stored in boxes and
bags. I also have my treasures from Bear Threads and
holiday ribbons I found in Germany many years ago.
Below is a photo of Halle’s Christmas stocking which is
made entirely of scraps of Bear Threads lace and
beaded insertions, my German trim and dark green
Bear Threads Swiss cotton flannel. The entire stocking
was made on my Singer Featherweight sewing
machine using only a straight stitch. The Edge-Stitcher

I began by laying out all my lace insertions and some
embroidered insertions by size. The most time
consuming process initially was deciding the
placement order for the laces. Once I had a tentative
plan, I began by sewing the laces together I sewed my
longest strips together as I needed them for the
bottom of the stocking. I tended to make strips of four
laces so that I could still play with their final locations.
I traced a stocking pattern and would constantly
overlay the completed strips over the pattern.

I used the two beaded insertions to join my three lace
sections for the overlay. After joining them, my
attentions turned to the dark green stocking. I cut 4
flannel pieces for the stocking (front, back and 2 for the
lining). I then placed laces on the front and basted
them in place along approximately 5 of the horizontal
lines as this allowed the lace to remain flat during
construction. I did not trim the laces to fit the side
edges of the stocking until later as I did not want the
laces to fray. I then attached the lining of the stocking
front to the stocking front (right sides together) with a
quarter inch seam along the top (Figure 1-A).

I attached the lining of the stocking back to the
stocking back (right sides together and stitched the
top. I enclosed the stocking loop in this seem near the
left edge (Figure 1-B). I pressed the seams toward the
lining side (Figure 2). I then attached my German trim
of gold horns and bows at this stage to the front. The
German trim piece was approximately 15 inches long
so that it ultimately could wrap both the front and
back. The German trim was sewn from the toe side to
the left however I stopped approximately 1/2 of an
inch from the heel side of the stocking so as not to
obstruct the left seam. I stitched the top and bottom
of the German trim leaving it clear of my left seam
edge. I pinned the German trim back across the front.
It was at this stage, that I trimmed the laces to the edge
of my stocking front piece. I then placed the stocking
back/lining piece (Figure 3) over the front lace/lining
piece (Figure 2) with the right sides together and
stitched a ¼ inch seam on the left side from A to B as
noted on Figure 2. You would not have seen the lace
as the right side of the back piece would have been
over the right side of the front piece. I lightly pressed
this seam open so I could then continue stitching the
German trim across the side seam and onto the back
top piece of the stocking.

After completing the attachment of the German trim, I
laid my pieces back as they were before I lightly
pressed open the left seam. The stocking should once
again look like the drawing with Figure 3 over Figure 2.
I pressed the stocking lightly and beginning at the heel
of the lining, I continued my ¼ seam up the other side
from point B to C as shown on Figure 2. I left a 2 ½ inch
opening when sewing the front and back lining pieces
midway up the toe side between points C and D. After
the opening, I continued my ¼ inch seam around the
front lace back pieces of the stocking (Points D to A on
Figure 2). Gently clip the curves near heel and toe on
both the lining and stocking sides. As flannel and laces
are prone to fray, I followed Sheila’s technique and
lightly applied a thin layer of Fray check to the edges
only with a tight Q-tip. Allow the Fray check to
completely dry.
Using my unstitched opening in the lining, I turned the
stocking and lining to the right side. I used my small
travel iron to lightly press the seams of both the
stocking and lining to what would become the back
side. I pressed the actual stocking and lining. The
lining was then pushed into the stocking making sure
all the sewn seams were in alignment. The finished
stocking is the final result. I hope you find a creative
use for your scraps of laces and insertions this holiday
season either as an heirloom stocking, heirloom baby
bib for special occasions, handkerchief, or a Southern
handkerchief church doll.

Test your knowledge
of sewing history
Answer: False
The rotary cutter was invented by the Japanese
company, Olfa in 1979. The rotary cutter
revolutionized quilting by making cutting quick
and accurate.

Christmas Fun Facts
“Silent Night” was first sung as part of a church
service in Austria. A guitar was used because the
church organ was so badly rusted it couldn’t be
played.
In North America, children put stockings out at
Christmas time. Their Dutch counterparts use shoes.
The poinsettia, a traditional Christmas flower,
originally grew in Mexico, where it is also known as
the ‘Flower of the Holy Night’. Joel Poinsett first
brought it to America in 1829.
The day after Christmas, December 26, is known as
Boxing Day. It is also the holy day of St. Stephen.
The popular Christmas song “Jingle Bells” was
actually written for Thanksgiving. The song was
composed in 1857 by James Pierpont, and was
originally called “One Horse Open Sleigh”.
There are 364 gifts mentioned in “The Twelve Days
of Christmas”.
America’s official national Christmas tree is located
in King’s Canyon National Park in California. The
tree, a giant sequoia called the “General Grant
Tree”, is over 90 meters (300 feet) high, and was
made the official Christmas tree in 1925.

Visit us on the web at www.bearthreadsltd.com
To place an order contact us at 404-255-5083 or 404-255-4001 fax
"Bear in Mind" articles are available on our website. Encourage your customers
to check out our website for information and inspiration.

